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A B S T R A C T   

The effect of the degree of severe plastic deformation (SPD) on the thermal stability of a nanocrystalline 
CoCrFeNi multi-principal element alloy was studied. The SPD method of high-pressure torsion (HPT) was utilized 
to achieve the nanocrystalline microstructure. The structural stability was investigated near the centers and 
edges of the HPT-processed disks deformed for ½, 1, 5 and 10 turns. For almost all studied samples, two 
exothermic peaks in the temperature ranges of 600–750 and 750–950 K were observed by differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) between room temperature and 1000 K. The saturation released heat value for the first DSC 
peak was about 4 J/g that was achieved at the shear strain of ~200. For the second exothermic peak, the released 
heat saturated at the shear strain of about 20 with the value of about 6–7 J/g. It was revealed that the first DSC 
peak is related to the annihilation of dislocations for low degree of deformation. At the same time, for edge parts 
of the disks processed by one or higher numbers of turns the vacancy annihilation has also a major contribution 
to the first exothermic peak. The annihilated vacancy concentration estimated from the released heat was be-
tween (0.6–0.9) × 10− 3. The second DSC peak was related to the disappearance of grain boundaries due to 
recrystallization and annihilation of the remaining dislocations. The HPT-processed CoCrFeNi MPEA samples 
exhibited very high hardness values between 4000 and 5100 MPa, depending on the number of turns and the 
location along the disk radius. The hardness decreased only during the second exothermic peak when recrys-
tallization occurred.   

1. Introduction 

Conventionally, alloys are designed based on a single element, with a 
small addition of other constituents. Recently, multi-principal element 
alloys (MPEAs), including high-entropy alloys (HEAs), were developed, 
which are produced with multiple principal elements of equimolar or 
near equimolar ratios [1,2]. This new type of alloys presents a vast 
number of new materials with excellent mechanical properties, such as 
high strength [3–5], high fatigue, wear and corrosion resistance [6–8]. 
One property of MPEAs is having high mixing entropy, which stabilizes 
the solid solution phase [9]. However, heat treatment often causes phase 
decomposition in MPEAs [10,11]. It has been reported both theoreti-
cally and experimentally that CoCrFeNi alloy maintains a single phase 
solid solution even after subjected to severe plastic deformation (SPD) 

and heat treatment [12–15]. Additionally, CoCrFeNi MPEAs show 
outstanding mechanical properties even at high temperatures [15,16]. 

In addition to the chemical composition, microstructure can also 
drastically influence the mechanical properties of MPEAs. Different 
material processing routes have been utilized to produce fine-grained 
MPEAs with high strength. One powerful method for manufacturing 
bulk nanocrystalline MPEAs is SPD [17], among which high-pressure 
torsion (HPT) can yield the highest imposed strain, resulting in 
contamination-free nanocrystalline MPEAs [11,15,18,19]. For a CoCr-
FeNi MPEA, after 10 turns of HPT the grain size was reduced by three 
orders of magnitude from about 20 μm to ~60 nm, and the lattice defect 
density increased concomitantly, which enhanced the hardness from 
~1400 MPa to ~5100 MPa [15]. 

In many applications of metallic components, materials are subjected 
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to an elevated temperature. Therefore, a careful study of the thermal 
stability of the phase composition and the nanostructure of SPD- 
processed MPEAs is essential since they influence the mechanical and 
functional properties of materials. Former investigations on different 
nanocrystalline and ultrafine-grained (UFG) metallic materials indi-
cated that annealing at moderate temperatures for short times can 
improve the ductility while the strength only decreased slightly 
[20–22]. In fact, short time heat treatment can yield annealing-induced 
hardening [23]. This effect was also observed in MPEAs [24]. 

While the phase stability of MPEAs after annealing was extensively 
studied [24–28], the evolution of microstructure was not characterized 
carefully (e.g. Ref. [11]). Plastic deformation can also influence the 
microstructure evolution occurring during heat treatment. For the 
Al–Zn–Mg alloys, aging at 473 K results in GP zones and η′

/ η pre-
cipitates with spherical and rod-like shapes. On the other hand, if 
equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) process is conducted during 
aging, only spherical precipitates can be observed [29]. In case of a 
CoCrFeMnNi HEA, subsequent annealing at 600–700 ◦C after 
cold-rolling formed Cr-rich precipitates, which does not appear in the 
non-deformed HEA after annealing in a comparable time scale. The 
precipitations also show a strong spatial correlation with the disloca-
tions formed during deformation [30]. 

This paper aims to reveal the relation between deformation induced 
by HPT and the evolution of microstructure and hardness after heat 
treatment of an equi-molar CoCrFeNi MPEA. The samples were pro-
cessed by 1/2, 1, 5 and 10 turns of HPT, which are subsequently 
annealed by DSC and the result thermogram was used to determine the 
characteristic temperature of microstructure evolution. The specimens 
at ~1 and 4 mm from the center of the HPT disks are then heated up to 
the selected temperatures for the investigation of microstructure and 
hardness. The evolution of grain sizes was studied by electron back 
scattered diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM), while the change in lattice defects structure (dislocations and 
twin faults) was characterized using X-ray line profile analysis (XLPA). 
To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first study that examines the 
evolution of microstructure when varying both the degree of shear strain 
and the heat treatment process. Since electron microscopy and X-ray 
diffraction inspect the surface of the specimens, while DSC probes the 
bulk properties, synchrotron X-ray diffraction was utilized to verify the 
homogeneity of microstructure across the depth of the samples. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Processing of material 

The Co25Cr25Fe25Ni25 MPEA was manufactured from a mixture of 
four pure components (purity >99.9 wt%) by utilizing the technique of 
vacuum induction melting and drop casting. The cast ingot has an initial 
thickness of ~39 mm, which was subsequently reduced to ~14 mm by 
hot rolling at 1050 ◦C. The sample was heat treated at 1100 ◦C to obtain 
a homogeneous material, from which cylindrical billets with 10 mm 
diameter were machined. Lastly, electric discharge machining (EDM) 
was used to slice the billets into disks. The final thickness of the disks 
was ~0.85 mm. For the HPT process, a conventional HPT facility with 
quasi-constrained set-up was utilized [31]. The disks were processed by 
HPT for ½, 1, 5 and 10 turns, operating at room temperature under 6 GPa 
at 1 rpm. 

2.2. Differential scanning calorimetry 

The CoCrFeNi MPEA was investigated at two different radii of each 
HPT disk to study the effect of different degree of shear strain on the 
thermal stability. A diamond saw was used to cut small pieces from the 
disk close to the center and the edge parts of the HPT-processed disks, so 
that the thermal stability can be investigated in a wide range of shear 
strain that is proportional to the distance from the disk center. Since for 

the calorimetry experiments more than one sample with a reasonable 
size were needed, samples exactly in the center and edge of the disks 
could not be cut. Therefore, the middle of the “center” sample was 
located ~0.75 mm from the disk center and had a width of ~1.1 mm 
parallel to the radial direction of the HPT disk. For the “edge” specimen, 
the middle point was ~4.35 mm from the disk center and its width was 
~1.3 mm. For both samples, the height was ~3 mm (the size of the 
specimens perpendicular to the radial direction of the HPT disk). 
Thereafter, these specimens are called as “center” and “edge” samples 
even if they are about 0.7 mm from the real center and edge of the HPT 
disk. 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was applied for the anneal-
ing process, using a Perkin Elmer (DSC2) calorimeter. First, the speci-
mens were heated up to the maximum test temperature of 1000 K with a 
heating rate of 40 K/min under Ar atmosphere in order to obtain ther-
mograms, from which the characteristic temperatures of the evolution of 
the microstructure were determined. Each individual samples were then 
heated to reach these temperatures at a rate of 40 K/min, followed by 
quenching to room temperature at a cooling rate of about 300 K/min for 
the microstructure investigation. 

2.3. Microstructure study by electron microscopy 

Microstructure at the center of the disk specimen after HPT for ½ turn 
and for all HPT-processed samples heated up to 1000 K was studied by 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). The other samples were inves-
tigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) due to the small 
grain size and large lattice distortion. For the EBSD investigation, an FEI 
Quanta 3D scanning electron microscope (SEM) was employed. Since 
the surface quality significantly influences the results from EBSD 
method, the specimen surfaces were treated first with mechanical pol-
ishing, conducted by using abrasive paper with 1200, 2500 and 4000 
grit, and afterward with a 1 μm colloidal alumina suspension. The me-
chanical polishing process is finished with a colloidal silica suspension 
(OP–S) with a particle size of 40 nm. Lastly, electropolishing was applied 
using an electrolyte composed of 70% ethanol, 20% glycerine and 10% 
perchloric acid (in vol%). The evaluation of the EBSD images was con-
ducted using the Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM) software. In the 
evaluation of the EBSD images, the areas bounded by high-angle 
boundaries with misorientations higher than 15◦ were considered as 
grains. 

The severely deformed microstructure in the HPT-processed samples 
may be sensitive to the increase of temperature during TEM sample 
preparation by ion milling. Therefore, for these samples the TEM 
lamellae were prepared using focused ion beam (FIB) technique starting 
from the piece of polished material. First, a 50 μm thick lamella was cut 
by Ga+ ions at 7 keV, which was further thinned at 3 keV and then at 1 
keV to remove the damaged layers. The samples annealed at high tem-
peratures are not sensitive to the slight temperature rise, therefore for 
these specimens the TEM lamellae were prepared by Ar-ion milling. 
First, the samples were glued to a Cu-stub for cutting at 150 ◦C for not 
more than 1 min. Second, the piece was embedded in a Ti-disk with a 
two-component glue, cured at 120 ◦C for 15 min and ground with 2000 
grit paper down to 60 μm. Next, the ion-beam thinning was started at 10 
keV using 3 mA ion-current. Finally, the damaged layers were removed 
from the surface of the just perforated lamella by cleaning at 3 keV and 
1 mA from both sides. The TEM investigation was carried out with a 
Titan Themis G2 200 scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) 
operated at 200 kV. The TEM images were recorded with a CETA 16 M 
camera using VELOX program. 

2.4. Microstructure characterization by X-ray diffraction 

X-ray line profile analysis (XLPA) was utilized for the characteriza-
tion of microstructure of CoCrFeNi MPEA. The sample surfaces were 
treated in the same manner as for the EBSD examination (see section 
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2.3). The XLPA measurement was conducted using a diffractometer with 
monochromatic CoKα1 radiation (wavelength: λ = 0.1789 nm) and a 
single crystal Ge monochromator. The beam size was 2 × 0.2 mm2 and 
the longer beam side was perpendicular to the radial direction of the 
HPT disk. The diffractograms were used to determine the microstructure 
using the Convolutional Multiple Whole Profile (CMWP) fitting method 
[32]. This process involves fitting the measured diffraction pattern with 
theoretical profiles, calculated as the convolution of the peaks caused by 
diffraction domain size, dislocations and twin faults. The dislocation 
contrast factors were exploited to correct for the anisotropy of the strain 
broadening caused by dislocations [32]. For crystals with face centered 
cubic (fcc) structure such as CoCrFeNi MPEA, the dislocation contrast 
factors can be determined from the parameters Ch00 and q. For CoCr-
FeNi MPEA, these values were calculated in a former study [15], and the 
value of Ch00 is 0.32 for both edge and screw dislocations, while q has 
the values of 1.72 and 2.49 for edge and screw dislocations, respectively. 
From the CMWP evaluation, the area-weighted mean diffraction domain 
size (<x>), the dislocation density (ρ) and the twin fault probability (β) 
of the materials can be quantified. 

The variation of the microstructure through the thickness of the HPT- 
processed disks was investigated by synchrotron X-ray diffraction 
measurements. These measurements were carried out at the Swedish 
Materials Science beam line (P21.2) at the Deutsches Elektronen- 
Synchrotron (DESY). The beam energy was set to 82.5 keV (λ =
0.01503 nm), and the beam was focused to a size of 2.2 × 7 μm2. Each 
sample was measured at the center and the edge of the HPT-processed 
disk. At each radial position, measurements were carried out through 
the full thickness of the sample, with a step size of 10 μm. Each pattern 
was collected while the sample was moved horizontally perpendicular to 
the beam by 200 μm, resulting in a larger scattering volume and better 
statistics. The sample to detector distance (995 mm) was calibrated with 
a NIST SRM660c standard LaB6 powder and the patterns were collected 
with a Varex XRD 4343CT flat panel detector with an active area of 430 
× 430 mm2 and a pixel size of 150 × 150 μm2. The recorded 2-dimen-
sional images were integrated with the pyFAI software package [33] 
leading to the usual (intensity vs. diffraction angle) patterns. 

2.5. Hardness test 

A Zwick Roell ZHμ Vickers indenter was used to determine the 
hardness of the HPT-processed as well as the annealed samples. A similar 
surface treatment that performed for EBSD investigation as described in 
section 2.3 was implemented before the hardness testing. Ten indenta-
tion tests were conducted and averaged to obtain the final mean 
microhardness. 

3. Results 

3.1. Analysis of the DSC thermograms 

Fig. 1 shows the DSC thermograms obtained for the center and the 
edge parts of the CoCrFeNi disks processed by ½, 1, 5 and 10 turns of 
HPT. Except the center of the disk processed for ½ turn, the thermograms 
contain two exothermic peaks. The first DSC peak starts at about 600 K 
and finishes at about 700–750 K. The second peak starts at 750–800 K 
and ends at about 900–950 K. For the center of the disk deformed by ½ 
turn, the first peak was not detected. 

The areas under the DSC peaks are listed in Table 1. These values 

Fig. 1. DSC thermograms obtained at the center and the edge of the CoCrFeNi disks processed by (a) ½, (b) 1, (c) 5 and (d) 10 turns.  

Table 1 
The heat released during the 1st and 2nd DSC peaks at the center and edge parts 
of the disks processed for different numbers of HPT turns.  

Number of 
turns 

Location Heat released in the 1st 
DSC peak [J/g] 

Heat released in the 2nd 
DSC peak [J/g] 

½ center 0 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.5 
edge 2.1 ± 0.2 6.9 ± 0.7 

1 center 1.1 ± 0.2 4.3 ± 0.5 
edge 3.0 ± 0.3 6.1 ± 0.6 

5 center 1.7 ± 0.2 5.9 ± 0.6 
edge 4.4 ± 0.5 5.8 ± 0.6 

10 center 1.6 ± 0.2 6.6 ± 0.7 
edge 4.4 ± 0.5 6.5 ± 0.7  
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give the heat released during the first and second exothermic peaks. In 
the disk center, the area of the first DSC peak increased from zero to 
about 1.7 J/g when the number of turns increased from ½ to 5. Between 
5 and 10 turns, there was no additional changes in the release heat at the 
first peak and this statement is also valid for the second DSC peak 
measured at the center as well as for both exothermic peaks measured at 
the HPT disk edge. This means that saturation in the stored energy was 
achieved after 5 turns of HPT. For the disk edges, the first DSC peak area 
was enhanced from ~2.1 to ~4.4 J/g between ½ and 5 turns, i.e., the 
heat released in the first peak was larger for the edge than for the center. 
The area of the second DSC peak in the disk center was larger than the 
first one and its value increased from about 3 to 6 J/g when the number 
of turns increased from ½ to 5. For the disk edge, the saturation value of 
the area of the second DSC peak (6–7 J/g) was achieved even after ½ 
turn of HPT. The appearance of the exothermic peaks on the DSC ther-
mograms suggests that recovery and/or recrystallization occurred dur-
ing annealing of the nanocrystalline CoCrFeNi MPEA. Therefore, the 
evolution of the microstructure during the heat treatment was moni-
tored by XLPA and TEM, and the results are presented in the following 
sections. 

3.2. Microstructure evolution as determined by XLPA 

XLPA were used to determine the microstructure characteristics, 
including the average diffraction domain (or crystallite) size, the dislo-
cation density and the twin fault probability. An illustration of the 
CMWP fitting is presented in Fig. 2 for the diffraction pattern taken on 
the center of the disk processed by 1 turn of HPT. The microstructure 
evolutions as a function of the temperature for the edges and the centers 
of the HPT disks are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. For better 
visualization and understanding, the temperature ranges corresponding 
to the 1st and 2nd DSC peaks observed at the disk edges and centers are 
marked in pink and yellow, respectively, in each plot in Figs. 3 and 4. 
Fig. 3a shows that the diffraction domain size was about 30–40 nm for 
the edge of the disks processed for different numbers of turns and did not 
change up to the end of the first exothermic peak. On the other hand, 
during the second DSC peak the domain size increased considerably to 
about 140–170 nm. 

The dislocation density was (120–150) × 1014 m− 2 at the edges of the 
disks processed for different numbers of HPT turns (see Fig. 3b). Unlike 
the diffraction domain size, the dislocation density decreased during 

both the first and second DSC peaks. The trend is similar for all numbers 
of turns, and after heating up to 1000 K the dislocation density 
decreased to (0.7–0.8) × 1014 m− 2. The twin fault probability was about 
3% at the disk edges after HPT-processing for all numbers of turns and 
decreased during both exothermic peaks as shown in Fig. 3c. At 1000 K, 
the twin fault probability was under the detection limit of XLPA 
(<0.1%), i.e., its value was practically zero. 

Considering the disk centers, the diffraction domain size was be-
tween 30 and 40 nm immediately after HPT for all studied turns and 
considerable coarsening was observed only during the second DSC peak, 
similar to the observations made at the disk edge (see Fig. 4a). At the 
highest temperature of 1000 K, the domain size increased to 150–200 
nm at the disk center. 

Fig. 4b shows the evolution of the dislocation density in the center 
parts of the disks versus heating temperature. Unlike the edge parts, the 
dislocation density at the centers depends on the number of HPT turns. 
Namely, for ½ turn the dislocation density was about 77 × 1014 m− 2 

immediately after HPT while for higher numbers of turns the values 
were between 130 and 150 × 1014 m− 2. For ½ turn, the dislocation 
density decreased only during the second DSC peak while for higher 
numbers of turns the density of dislocations was reduced during both the 
first and second peaks. Most probably, the lower driving force for re-
covery due to the smaller dislocation density for ½ turn caused the lack 
of significant dislocation annihilation in the first DSC peak. It is noted 
that for higher turns (between 1 and 10 turns), during the first DSC peak, 
the dislocation density decreased to the same level as the value obtained 
for ½ turn immediately after HPT. During the second DSC peak, the 
dislocation density was reduced to (0.4–0.7) × 1014 m− 2. Fig. 4c shows 
that the twin fault probability was ~1.2% at the center of the sample 
processed for ½ turn, while for higher numbers of turns it varied be-
tween 2.1 and 2.7%. During the first exothermic peak only slight 
changes were observed for all samples, while in the second DSC peak the 
value of the twin fault probability decreased to zero. 

3.3. Study of the evolution of grain size during annealing 

The grain size at the centers and edges of the HPT-processed and the 
annealed samples was determined by TEM or SEM-EBSD. EBSD can be 
performed only for the specimens annealed at 1000 K since reliable 
indexing of the Kikuchi patterns could only be carried out in this case. 
The distorted microstructure for lower temperatures and immediately 
after HPT resulted in low image quality. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the 
dark-field TEM and SEM-EBSD images for the center and the edge of the 
disk processed by 1 turn of HPT and annealed up to 750 and 1000 K. 
Since XLPA suggested that the diffraction domain size did not change 
considerably between RT and 750 K, it was assumed that this is also 
valid for the grain size. Indeed, the grain size remained practically un-
changed up to 750 K for both center and edge parts of the HPT-processed 
disks as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the grain size was not studied at 500 
K except for the edge of the disk processed by 10 turns. In the latter case, 
the experiments proved that the grain size at 500 K was close to the 
values obtained in the HPT-processed state and after heating up to 750 K 
(see Fig. 6a). In addition, XLPA suggested there was no significant 
change in the microstructure between 5 and 10 turns. Thus, the grain 
size for the sample processed for 5 turns was not determined in this 
study. 

Immediately after HPT, the grain size at the disk edge was about 
40–60 nm, irrespectively of the number of turns. Then, these values 
increased to about 460–660 nm during the second DSC peak as shown in 
Fig. 6a. In the disk center, the grain sizes were about 600, 100 and 70 nm 
for ½, 1 and 10 turns, respectively. In the course of the second 
exothermic peak, the grain size increased to about 1550 nm for ½ turn 
and ~400 nm for 1 and 10 turns (see Fig. 6b). It should be noted that the 
grain size determined by TEM or EBSD is larger than the diffraction 
domain size obtained by XLPA with a factor between 2 and 8 for the 
studied samples. This is a general observation for the SPD-processed 

Fig. 2. CMWP fitting for the XRD pattern obtained for the center of the 
CoCrFeNi disk processed by 1 turn of HPT. The difference between the 
measured and the calculated (fitted) XRD patterns is also shown at the bottom 
of the figure. 
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metallic materials since these specimens have hierarchical microstruc-
ture, i.e., the grains bounded by high-angle boundaries are fragmented 
into subgrains and dislocation cells with low-angle boundaries [34]. 

Since XLPA is very sensitive to low angle misorientations, this method 
measures the size of subgrains and dislocation cells, yielding a lower 
diffraction domain size than the grain size determined by microscopic 

Fig. 3. The diffraction domain size (a), the dislocation density (b) and the twin fault probability (c) versus the temperature of heat treatment for the edge parts of the 
HPT disks processed for different numbers of turns. The temperature ranges corresponding to the 1st and 2nd DSC peaks are marked in pink and yellow, respectively. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. The diffraction domain size (a), the dislocation density (b) and the twin fault probability (c) versus the temperature of heat treatment for the center parts of 
the HPT disks processed for different numbers of turns. The temperature ranges corresponding to the 1st and 2nd DSC peaks are marked in pink and yellow, 
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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methods [35]. Nevertheless, the trends in the evolution of the grain and 
domain sizes during annealing are similar for both cases (compare 
Figs. 3a, 4a and 6). 

3.4. Change of the hardness during the heat treatment 

Fig. 7 shows the hardness changes upon heating at (a) the edges and 
(b) the centers of the HPT-processed samples, and the temperature 
ranges for the first and second DSC peaks are indicated in each plot. 
After HPT-processing, the hardness at the edges was between 4700 and 
5100 MPa for the different numbers of turns, where the values are 
considered within the experimental error. These values remain practi-
cally unchanged up to the end of the first DSC peak, then these decreased 
in the course of the second exothermic peak and reached a value of 
~3000 MPa at 1000 K (see Fig. 7a). In the disk centers, the hardness 
values were ~4000 and ~4500 MPa for ½ and 1 turn, respectively, while 

for 5 and 10 turns their values were ~5100 MPa immediately after HPT 
as shown in Fig. 7b. Similar to the disk edge, in the center the hardness 
was reduced only in the course of the second DSC peak and at 1000 K its 
values were ~2700 and ~2900 MPa for ½ and 1 turns, respectively, and 
~3300 MPa for 5 and 10 turns (see Fig. 7b). 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Evolution of the released heat versus the shear strain of HPT 

The present study revealed that except for very low imposed strains 
(i.e., at the center of the disk processed for the lowest number of turns, 
½) two exothermic peaks developed during annealing up to 1000 K (see 
Fig. 1). During the first peak, the density of lattice defects (dislocations 
and twin faults) decreased while the grain size remained practically 
unchanged, indicating that in the course of this exothermic peak only 

Fig. 5. DF-TEM images for (a) the center of the disk processed by 1 turn of HPT and (b) heated up to 750 K. (c) EBSD grain orientation map for the disk center 
processed by 1 turn and then annealed up to 1000 K. DF-TEM images for (d) the edge of the disk processed by 1 turn of HPT and (e) heated up to 750 K. (f) EBSD grain 
orientation map for the disk edge processed by 1 turn and then annealed up to 1000 K. 

Fig. 6. The grain size determined by TEM or EBSD for the (a) edge and (b) center parts of the disks processed by different numbers of HPT turns as a function of the 
annealing temperature. The temperature ranges corresponding to the 1st and 2nd DSC peaks are marked in pink and yellow, respectively. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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recovery of the severely deformed microstructure occurred (see Figs. 3, 
4 and 6). For the lowest strain (i.e., at the center of the disk processed for 
½ turn), the lower defect density resulted in a smaller driving force for 
recovery, thus it occurred at higher temperatures, namely in the course 
of the second DSC peak. In general, during the second exothermic peak 
the recovery continued and additional recrystallization also occurred as 
indicated by the increase of the grain size. 

The heat released in the two exothermic peaks is plotted as a function 
of the shear strain applied during HPT in Fig. 8. The shear strain (γ) was 
calculated using the following formula [36]: 

γ =
2πNr

h
, (1)  

where N is the number of turns, r is the distance from the disk center and 
h is the thickness of the disk (h = 0.7 mm). For the second exothermic 
peak, the released heat saturated at the shear strain of about 20 with the 
value of about 6–7 J/g. This trend is mainly caused by the early satu-
ration of the grain size with increasing strain since the main contribution 
to the second DSC peak was given by the decrease of the grain boundary 
area due to recrystallization (see the next section). For the first 
exothermic peak, at the shear strain of ~20 the released heat was only 
about 2 J/g which is one-third of the area of the second peak. The 
saturation released heat value for the first DSC peak was about 4 J/g that 
was achieved at the shear strain of ~200. It will be shown in the next 
section that the enhancement of the released heat for the first peak 

between the shear strains of 50 and 200 was caused by the increase of 
the annihilated vacancy concentration. 

4.2. Calculation of the contributions of the different defects to the released 
heat 

In our former study, for the edge part of the disk processed by 10 
turns the released heat values measured for the first and second DSC 
peaks were compared with the values calculated from the change of the 
microstructure [16]. In this study, this investigation is extended to the 
center and edge parts of the disks processed for ½, 1 and 10 HPT turns. It 
should be noted that laboratory XRD investigated only the uppermost 
surface layer with the thickness of 5–10 μm while the DSC signal was 
obtained from samples containing the full cross-section of the 
HPT-processed disks. Therefore, for increasing the reliability of the 
comparison between the measured and calculated released heats, syn-
chrotron XRD scan was performed on the cross-section of some selected 
samples in order to check the through-thickness homogeneity of the 
microstructure in the disks. These experiments were carried out on the 
center and edge parts of the disks processed for the lowest (1/2) and 
highest (10) numbers of turns. Fig. 9a and b shows the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) versus the distance from the top surface of the HPT 
disks for the 1st and 10th reflections in the XRD patterns, respectively. 
These two peaks are harmonic reflections with the indices of 111 and 
333. At both the center and the edge parts for both ½ and 10 turns, only a 
slight variation of the diffraction peak width can be observed as the 
distance from the top surface changes. Thus, the HPT disks exhibit a high 
degree of through-thickness homogeneity of microstructure; therefore 
the microstructural parameters obtained on the disk surface by labora-
tory XRD can be used for the calculation of the released heat. It is worth 
noting that for 10 turns the slightly higher FWHM values for the center 
as compared to the edge is not a significant difference if the experi-
mental error is considered. Thus, significant difference between the 
microstructures at the center and the edge parts for 10 turns was not 
observed in accordance with the results of laboratory XRD experiments. 

The released heat can be calculated as the sum of the change of the 
energies stored in different defects, such as grain boundaries, disloca-
tions, twin faults and vacancies. The energy stored in grain boundaries 
(GBs) can be determined using the following equation [37]: 

EGB =
3γGB

dρm
, (2)  

where ρm is the mass density of CoCrFeNi (7.53 g/cm 3 [38]), d is the 
average grain size determined by TEM or EBSD, and γGB is the GB energy 
per unit area. Since the grain size remained unchanged within the 
experimental error during the first DSC peak, EGB was calculated only for 
the second exothermic peak. γGB is about 0.77 J/m2 at 800–900 K where 

Fig. 7. The hardness values for the (a) edge and (b) center parts of the disks processed by different numbers of HPT turns as a function of the annealing temperature. 
The temperature ranges corresponding to the 1st and 2nd DSC peaks are marked in pink and yellow, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. The heat released in the first and the second DSC peaks versus the shear 
strain imposed during HPT. 
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the second exothermic peak appeared [39]. 
The energy stored in dislocations can be calculated as [40]: 

Edisl =AGb2 ρ
ρm

ln(
1

b ̅̅̅ρ√ ), (3)  

where ρ is the dislocation density, b is the magnitude of the Burgers 
vector (0.263 nm [15]), and G is the shear modulus (84 GPa for CoCr-
FeNi MPEA [41]). Parameter A depends on the edge or screw character 
of dislocations. The values of A can be determined as (4π)− 1 and (4π (1 - 
ν))− 1 for pure screw and edge dislocations, respectively, where ν is the 
Poisson’s ratio (0.25 for CoCrFeNi MPEA [42]). For a general disloca-
tion, A can be determined as the weighted average of A values of edge 
and screw dislocations using parameter q obtained by XLPA: 

A=
q − qedge

qscrew − qedge

1
4π +

qscrew − q
qscrew − qedge

1
4π(1 − ν), (4)  

where qedge and qscrew are the q parameters for pure edge and screw 
dislocations, respectively. For CoCrFeNi MPEA, qedge = 1.72 and qscrew 
= 2.49. 

The energy stored in twin faults can be calculated using the following 
equation [43]: 

Etwin =
γtwinβ
d111ρm

, (5)  

where β is the twin fault probability, γtwin is the twin fault energy per 
unit area (taken as 10 mJ/m2, since for fcc materials the twin fault en-
ergy is about half of its SFE and for CoCrFeNi SFE is about 20 mJ/m2 

[44]). and d111 is the spacing between the neighbouring {111} planes, 
since in fcc CoCrFeNi MPEA twin faults appear on these crystal planes. 

The energy stored in vacancies can be obtained as [40]: 

Evac = evaccv
NA

M
, (6)  

where cv is the vacancy concentration, evac is the vacancy formation 
energy (~1.7 eV for CoCrFeNi [45,46]), M is the molar mass of CoCr-
FeNi (56.37 g/mol), and NA is the Avogadro’s number (6 × 1023 mol− 1). 

The energies stored in grain boundaries, dislocations, twin faults and 
vacancies can be calculated from the grain size, dislocation density, twin 
fault probability and vacancy concentration using eqs. (2)–(6). Since the 
vacancy concentration was not measured directly in this study, only the 
first three contributions to the released heat can be calculated. From the 
changes of the stored energies with increasing annealing temperature, 
the heat released in the studied temperature ranges can be determined. 
In the present study, the parameters of the microstructure were deter-
mined at 500, 750 and 1000 K. Therefore, the released heat values can 
be obtained for the temperature ranges 500–750 K and 750–1000 K. For 

the majority of the investigated samples, these temperature ranges 
correspond to the first and second DSC peaks. Exceptions are the centers 
of the disks processed by 1, 5 and 10 turns, where the first DSC peak ends 
at a temperature slightly higher than 750 K. In these cases, for the 
comparison of the measured and calculated heats the areas under the 
DSC signal before and after 750 K were determined. 

In the released heat analysis, the sum of the contributions of grain 
boundaries, dislocations and twin faults were determined individually 
for the first and second DSC peaks at the center and edge parts of the 
disks processed for ½, 1 and 10 turns. The grain size was not determined 
for 5 HPT turns, thus the total released heat cannot be calculated for this 
disk. Nevertheless, the sample processed for 5 turns behaved very 
similar to the disk deformed by 10 turns. The twelve calculated released 
heat values were plotted against the heats measured by DSC in Fig. 10. A 
good correlation between the calculated and the measured released heat 
values is revealed by Fig. 10, except the first peaks at edge parts for 1 and 
10 turns. In these cases, the measured heats are considerably higher than 
the calculated values, suggesting that beside dislocations and twin faults 
other defects, such as vacancies have also significant contribution to the 
heat released during DSC experiments. The annihilated excess vacancy 
concentration was estimated from the difference between the measured 
and the calculated released heats, and (0.7 ± 0.5) × 10− 3 and (1.0 ±
0.7) × 10− 3 were obtained for the edge parts of the disks processed for 1 
and 10 turns, respectively. These values have the same order of 

Fig. 9. The FWHM of (a) the 1st peak on the XRD pattern (reflection 111) and (b) the 10th peak (reflection 333) versus the distance from the top surface at the center 
and the edge for the disks processed for ½ and 10 turns. 

Fig. 10. The measured versus the calculated released heat values determined 
before and after 750 K on the DSC thermograms taken in the center and edge 
parts of the disks processed for different numbers of HPT turns. 
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magnitude as the excess vacancy concentrations determined in con-
ventional HPT-processed metallic metals and alloys [47,48]. It is noted 
that for other samples investigated in this study the existence of signif-
icant excess vacancy concentration cannot be excluded even if signifi-
cant difference between the calculated and the measured released heats 
was not found. From the experimental error of the released heat, it is 
estimated that for other samples the vacancy concentration is lower than 
~0.3 × 10− 3. Thus, it can be concluded that in HPT-processed CoCrFeNi 
MPEA the vacancy concentration was enhanced for high imposed 
strains. 

The main contributions to the released heat are plotted in Fig. 11 for 
N = ½ turn and N ≥ 1 separately. The released fraction of the twin faults 
was below 5% for all studied samples, therefore that contribution was 
neglected in this representation. For the first DSC peak, the vast majority 
of the released heat was caused by the annihilation of dislocations at low 
strains, i.e., for the disk centers and also at the edge for N = ½. For high 
strains, i.e., at the edge for N ≥ 1, the energy fraction of vacancies ex-
ceeds the contribution of dislocations in the first DSC peak. For the 
second DSC peak, at very low strain (i.e., in the center of the disk pro-
cessed for ½ turn) the dislocation annihilation caused most of the 
released heat (~85%). The rest can be attributed to the reduction of the 
grain boundary area, i.e., to grain growth. For other samples, the ma-
jority of the heat released in the second exothermic DSC peak was 
caused by grain growth (65–75%) and the rest can be attributed to 
dislocation annihilation (see Fig. 11). 

4.3. Stability of hardness 

Fig. 7 revealed that the high hardness values of the HPT-processed 
CoCrFeNi disks (4000–5100 MPa) remained stable up to 750 K, i.e., to 
the end of the first DSC peak, irrespectively of the number of turns and 
the location along the disk radius. This is an extension of the similar 
result obtained only for the edge of the disk processed by 10 turns in a 
former paper [16]. It is an interesting observation since in the course of 
the first DSC peak the density of lattice defects (dislocations and twin 
faults) was reduced significantly. Hardness decrease was observed only 
when the grain size started to increase during the second exothermic 
peak. Thus, it seems that the hardness is sensitive to the grain growth 
and not to the annihilation of defects inside the grains during recovery in 
the course of the first DSC peak. This effect has been already observed 
for conventional nanocrystalline alloys processed by HPT, such as 
Ni–Mo alloys [23], so this is not a specific MPEA behavior. In our former 

study on the edge part of the disk processed for 10 turns [16], this 
phenomenon was attributed to two different effects and these explana-
tions can also be applied here. First, annealing at moderate homologous 
temperatures of 0.35–0.45 for short times (the duration is not longer 
than 1 h) can yield hardening in UFG and nanocrystalline materials due 
to the relaxation of grain boundaries which hinders the emission of 
dislocations from the boundaries [23]. This temperature range corre-
sponds to 600–760 K in the case of CoCrFeNi alloy since its melting point 
is about 1700 K. The first DSC peak developed in this temperature 
regime, therefore the softening caused by the recovery inside the grains 
can be compensated by the hardening resulted from the more difficult 
dislocation emission from grain boundaries. The second effect which can 
explain the unchanged hardness during the first DSC peak is the hard-
ening caused by the hardness measurement. It is well known that the 
penetration of the Vickers indenter into metals yields a plastic strain of 
8% in the material under the tip [49]. This plastic strain can result in 
strain hardening in the recovered material, thereby increasing the 
hardness back to a similar level as measured in the HPT-processed state. 
Nevertheless, the hardness stability held until grain coarsening 
occurred. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

In this study, the thermal stability of the nanostructure in CoCrFeNi 
MPEA processed by HPT for ½, 1, 5 and 10 turns was investigated. The 
following conclusions were drawn from the results:  

1. Except for the center of the disk processed by ½ turn, at both the 
center and the periphery of the disks two exothermic peaks were 
observed in the DSC thermograms. The first peak was related to the 
recovery of the microstructure while in the course of the second peak 
recrystallization also occurred. For the center of the sample pro-
cessed for ½ turn, only the second peak was detected which corre-
sponds to recovery of the microstructure.  

2. The area under the DSC peaks, i.e., the released heat, increased with 
increasing the shear strain imposed during HPT. The saturation 
released heat value for the first DSC peak was about 4 J/g that was 
achieved at the shear strain of ~200. For the second exothermic 
peak, the released heat saturated at the shear strain of about 20 with 
the value of about 6–7 J/g.  

3. Synchrotron XRD experiments proved that the microstructure was 
fairly homogeneous throughout the depth of the HPT disks at both 

Fig. 11. The contributions of dislocations, grain boundaries and vacancies to the heat released before and after 750 K for the center and edge parts of the disks 
processed by different numbers of HPT turns (denoted by N). 
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the center and the edge parts. The comparison between the measured 
released heats and the values calculated from the change of the 
defect structure during annealing yielded a good agreement, except 
for the edge parts of the disks processed for the numbers of turns 
between 1 and 10. The difference was interpreted by the annihilation 
of excess vacancies. The concentration of these vacancies was esti-
mated as 10− 3.  

4. The HPT-processed CoCrFeNi MPEA samples exhibited very high 
hardness values between 4000 and 5100 MPa. The hardness at both 
the center and the edge parts of the disks processed for different 
numbers of HPT turns remained stable up to the beginning of the 
second DSC peak (~750 K), i.e., until grain growth started. 
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